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Summary
This article develops a pragmatic theory of global-national nature that founds economy on science education and assessment quality as the postmodern brain power. Should be built on well-established science and technology education and evaluation in schools, universities and other skill-training institutions, the economy will not encounter dramatic fluctuations in its growth and expansion.
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Theory Formulation and Discussion

In essence, management is a foremost science and practice in any life discipline. Global and national management of science education both quantitatively and qualitatively determines how effective and efficient humans utilize natural and artificial resources in enhancing life understanding and quality [1-4]. Briefly put, science and technology education must be managed delicately and robustly in academia and industry to ensure building an economy that can dynamically grow and resist against unexpected unavoidable risks that impose crisis [5-7].

For science education to be economy-yielding, quality standards in science evaluation and optimization must be developed and practiced. Over the recent years, unfortunately, credentialism (giving value to academic degrees and documents per se without evaluating the principal qualities) has grown substantially in both academia and society. As a result, in many cases, not all degree owners deserve the degree they hold. This academic crisis stems mainly from substandard evaluation systems in science and industry institutions. Overvaluing memorizing capacities and overlooking pragmatic elite-creating and challenge-dealing capabilities are among academic disasters that ruin national and indeed the world economy [8-10]. Negligence in quality assessment of science mentees will result in inheritance of such a futile policy to next generations, which very quickly demolishes the economy. This is mainly due to generating unqualified superficial degree holders that are not only incapable of conducting their presumed expertise optimally but they are also unable to inspire and manage others [9-11]. Such an educational corruption is extendable to the entire society should rashness in science education quality assessment become a phenomenon.

Implication

In a nutshell, shaping an influential wealthy social economy that can be expressed in any individual’s life requires quality management of science and technology education and evaluation. This is the ultimate pathway to guarantee dynamic growth in global, continental, national, provincial, social, family and individual economies.
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